Monte Carlo calculations for reporting patient organ doses from interventional radiology
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Abstract. This paper describes a project to generate organ dose data for the purposes of extending VirtualDose software from CT imaging to interventional radiology (IR) applications. A library of 23 mesh-based anthropometric patient phantoms were involved in Monte Carlo simulations for database calculations. Organ doses and effective doses of IR procedures with specific beam projection, filed of view (FOV) and beam quality for all parts of body were obtained. Comparing organ doses for different beam qualities, beam projections, patients’ ages and patient's body mass indexes (BMIs) which generated by VirtualDose-IR, significant discrepancies were observed. For relatively long time exposure, IR doses depend on beam quality, beam direction and patient size. Therefore, VirtualDose-IR, which is based on the latest anatomically realistic patient phantoms, can generate accurate doses for IR treatment. It is suitable to apply this software in clinical IR dose management as an effective tool to estimate patient doses and optimize IR treatment plans.

1 INTRODUCTION

VirtualDose is a cloud-based software tool for assessing and reporting patient organ doses from radiological imaging procedures [1-7]. VirtualDose was designed to improve the patient dose estimation with considering the latest ICRP (International Commission on Radiological Protection) tissue weighting factors, several validated CT scanner models, scanner-specific correction factors, and a family of anatomically realistic phantoms which include female and male adults, children with different ages, pregnant females at different gestational stages and obese people of different body weights [8-13]. The first application-specific module for patients undergoing CT examinations, VirtualDose-CT, was released in 2013 and is currently used by hundreds of medical physicists and radiologists. This paper describes a project to generate organ dose data for a new application – interventional radiology (IR). The database generated from this study will be used in VirtualDose-IR which is designed for reporting patient organ doses and effective dose during an interventional radiology (IR).

IR has been used for treatment and diagnose purposes since 1960s and the number of procedures has grown rapidly recently. According to NCRP (national council on radiation protection) Report No. 160 the exposure to ionizing radiation of the U.S. population has nearly doubled over the past two decades [14]. More than 17 million IR procedures were performed in the U.S. in 2006 and these figures will continue to grow [15]. Although often clinically justified, the radiation doses from X-ray examinations contribute significantly to the total radiation exposure. The NCRP stated that IR contributed 14% of the total yearly radiation exposure from medical imaging [15]. In complicated IR procedures, patients are exposed to high radiation doses up to 0.5 Gy to some organs, causing a real concern for radiation injury [16]. In order to avoid the deterministic effect and mitigate the risk of unnecessary radiation exposure, it is necessary to assess and report organ doses from these medical procedures.

Estimating organ doses for patients undergoing IR can be done using either experimental measurements or computational simulations. Experimental measurements can be done using dosimeters embedded in a physical phantom. This method is time-consuming and costly, often suffering from the lack of precision in dosimeter reading [17, 18]. For IR procedures, several studies have been performed to calculate organ doses and effective doses based on Pak (air kerma-area product) and precalculated conversion factors. Some researchers employed the...
relationship between dose and source-to-surface distance (SSD) in IR to calculate peak skin doses (PSD) and skin dose maps [19-21]. Chugh et al and Khodadadegan et al used stylized phantoms and SSD relationship to calculate the skin dose of patients [19, 20]. Johnson et al employed some more anthropomorphic patient-dependent phantoms and SSD relationship to calculate PSD for patients [21]. These methods can only be used to calculate skin doses, but not internal organ doses.

The computational method, on the other hand, takes advantage of advanced Monte Carlo simulation methods and anatomically accurate models of the patients, thus showing a number of advantages in medical physics applications. Several groups used Monte Carlo methods to simulate the patient doses under IR procedures [22-24]. FAX06 and MAX06 phantoms were applied by Kramer et al to calculate organ doses for the most common examinations in X-ray diagnosis [22]. Bozkurt and Bor used VIP-Man to simulate the organ doses in an interventional cardiological procedure [23]. Garzón et al employed Monte Carlo code with FASH and MASH phantoms to stimulate the organ doses of patients undergoing hepatic chemoembolization procedures [24]. Those studies used only a few phantoms and cannot represent patient population accurately.

Radiation-induced organ injuries are correlated with the absorbed doses to organs and tissues. The absorbed dose for a specific organ is related to the radiation type, radiation energy, shielding between organ and radiation source. To quantify the whole-body radiation-induced health effects, the effective dose, a radiation protection quantity which is the sum of each absorbed organ dose multiplied with its specific tissue weighting factor, is recommended by ICRP [25].

The positions of irradiation area, patient’s body mass indexes and ages for adolescent patients can affect the effective doses and specific organ doses significantly since the tissue thicknesses between source and organs changed dramatically with these parameters. Even the radiation type and the mean absorbed dose for whole body are the same, effective dose varies with irradiation position. While IR procedures can be operated at any parts of the body, previous researches only studied a few body part IR operations. There is no previous study about organ doses for IR operations of all parts of body. To address the needs for the development of a user friendly software tool, a comprehensive organ database derived from extensive Monte Carlo simulations was established using a set of 23 anatomically realistic patient phantoms including adults, children at different ages, pregnant females at different gestational stages, and obese patients with different body mass indexes (BMIs). We adopted various X-ray energies, absorbers, beam projections, field of views and all parts of the body irradiated in this study, considering most potential IR procedures at all potential parts of the body. This paper describes the calculations and analyses of preliminary data.

2 METHODS

2.1 A Set of 23 phantoms

Computational human phantoms play a vital role in the field of medical physics patient dose simulations. It can be divided into three generations during its development: the stylized phantoms are combined with simple geometric elements such as cuboids, cylinders spheres and cones; the voxelized phantoms are constructed by massive of tiny voxels representing anatomical structures; the latest generation computational phantoms are the mesh-based phantoms, which are consist of Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBs) or polygonal mesh [26-31]. Mesh-based phantoms have powerful abilities of great geometrical deformation and shape adjustment. These advantages make it suitable to change outside geometry and inside organ shape and to develop a series of phantoms with realistic anatomical structures from single mesh-based phantom.

A total of 23 whole-body phantoms were used in this project, including children, male and female adults, obese people and pregnant females in a joint effort by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) and the University of Science and Technology of China (USTC). The group of age-dependent Chinese adults and adolescents phantoms include males and females with age of new born, 5-year, 10-year, 15-year and adult (named USTC-Adult-Male and USTC-Adult-Female) [32-34], all the anatomical parameters adjusted to agree within 0.5% with the reference people data of China [35]. Other phantoms include pregnant females at 3-month, 6-month and 9-month gestational stages developed from a 30-week pregnant woman CT imaging [27], reference male and female adults according to ICRP 89 report (named RPI-Adult-Male (RPI-AM) and RPI-Adult-Female (RPI-AF)) [26], a set of obese males and females with body sizes from normal weight to morbidly obese [30].

The geometries for different type of phantoms are displayed in Figure 1. Those phantoms were originally developed using triangular surface meshes, and were converted to voxel-based phantoms by an in-house voxelization algorithm for the purpose of Monte Carlo dose calculations. In order to calculate PSDs accurately, we defined a 2.5 mm-thick layer of air in front of the phantoms and divided it into cubes, each having a 2.5 mm side length to calculate $H_{p}(0.07)$. The arms of phantoms were removed when the simulated patients’ arms are raised to the overhead position in lateral beam projections [11].
2.2. VirtualDose Architecture

VirtualDose-IR was designed as a SaaS (Software as a Service) application which hosted all its associated data and up-to-date resources centrally on a remote computer server and allow multiple users to access the software functions at the same time via Internet. To implement this architecture, a “Service-Orientated Architecture (SOA)” design was adopted, as shown in figure 2. Programming languages, including Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and JavaScript, were used to provide an interactive graphical user interface (GUI). For the server-side scripting, C# was used as the primary programming language.

The completed VirtualDose-IR contains the client-side and server-side interfaces. The client-side interface consists of parameter selection panel, a patient model display, and a dose result display. These allow users to specify the operating conditions of a particular IR treatment for a particular patient.

The server-side interface stores data of 23 different phantoms and their organ doses and effective doses with various IR procedures produced by Monte Carlo simulations. Based on the user-specified IR parameters, VirtualDose-IR fetches and calculates the patient-specific organ dose and effective dose data from the remote server-side database. The results are displayed with a table and a figure on user’s browser.

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the SOA architecture for VirtualDose-IR](image)

2.3 The Monte Carlo Simulations

The Monte Carlo method is a well-established technique as well as the most accurate way to calculate radiation dose for medical physics applications. In this research, the software MCNPX (Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended) version 2.7.0 was used for Monte Carlo simulations [36]. This production code designed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) can handle the transportation and interaction of photons, electrons, neutrons, protons and heavy ions for complex three-dimensional geometries in a wide range of energies. Coupled with anatomical realistic computational patient phantoms, a Monte Carlo radiation simulation can produce a detailed distribution of radiation dose across various organs and tissues.

A 2.15 mm thick Al bed represents the operating bed in these simulations with the consideration of attenuation of the bed. Patient lays on his back at the bed and X-ray irradiated the patient from specific position with certain direction in each simulation. In order to report organ doses, each phantom was deconstructed into several parts. For each part, a series of IR exposure procedures were simulated using the specific tube voltage, tube current, absorber, field of view (FOV) and beam projection in the MCNPX code [37-38]. An air ball with constant distance to source was placed above the source as the detector to calculate the air kerma in the center of field in each simulation. Organ doses and effective doses of certain parts of body corresponding to a specific IR protocol were derived from integrating data.

In this research, several different IR exposure situations were studied, the following aspects were considered.

- **Beam projections:**
  - posterior anterior (PA), left anterior oblique, 45° (LAO), right anterior oblique, 45° (RAO), left lateral (LLAT), right lateral (RLAT) and cranial, 45° (CRAN).
  - Field of views (FOV):

40 cm × 40 cm, 30 cm × 30 cm, 20 cm × 20 cm, 10 cm × 10 cm.

- Tube voltages: 
  55 kVp, 60 kVp, 70 kVp, 80 kVp, 90 kVp, 100 kVp, 110 kVp, 120 kVp.
- Filtrations: 
  3.5 mm Al + 0 mm Cu, 3.5 mm Al + 0.1 mm Cu, 3.5 mm Al + 0.2 mm Cu, 3.5 mm Al + 0.3 mm Cu.

The geometries of those projections are shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. The diagrammatic sketch of beam projections

Considering different patient phantoms with different body sizes, we used different tube voltages and filtrations for every single phantom. While different parts of the body with different thicknesses, the body have been divided into three major sections: head, body and legs, as shown in the figure 4. Each section has different tissue structures and different body thicknesses, but for all the parts of body in every section, the body thicknesses are similar. For each body section of each phantom, the tube voltages and filtrations employed in IR simulations were the same. The voltages and filtrations employed in this study are summarized in table 1. The ranges of tube voltage and filtration change with body thicknesses according to the relation between body thickness and X-ray quality from AAPM (The American Association of Physicists in Medicine) 125 report [38].

Figure 4. Scheme of dividing patient phantom into three sections: head, body and legs

A conversion factor (CF) was used to convert the Monte Carlo simulation result to absorbed dose per unit integrated tube current in the units of mGy/100 mAs. These CFs were unique to each combination of tube voltage and absorber thickness. The CF can be obtained according to equation (1).

\[ \text{CF} = \frac{\text{Kerma}_{\text{measured}}}{\text{Kerma}_{\text{simulated}}} \]  

Where \( \text{Kerma}_{\text{measured}} \) is the measured kerma value in air in the units of mGy/100 mAs by applying the ionization chamber 44 cm above the source in air at center of the field; \( \text{Kerma}_{\text{simulated}} \) is the corresponding air kerma value in the units of MeV/gram·source particle obtained by simulating the ionization chamber in the MCNPX code under the same condition. The units of CF is (mGy·gram·source particle)/ (MeV·mAs).

The simulated results from the MCNPX code can be easily converted to absorbed doses by employing these CFs according to equation (2).

\[ D_{\text{absorbed}} = D_{\text{simulated}} \times \text{CF} \times \frac{(\text{Total mAs/100})}{100} \]  

Where \( D_{\text{absorbed}} \) is the absorbed dose in unit of mGy, \( D_{\text{simulated}} \) is the MCNPX simulation result in the units of MeV/ (gram·source particle).

The effective dose was used to evaluate the whole body radiation damage during an IR procedure in this paper. The effective dose can be calculated by using organ doses and organ’s tissue weighting factor accounting for equation (3)

\[ E = \sum T w_T \sum R w_R D_{T,R} \]  

where \( D_{T,R} \) is the absorbed dose in tissue T for radiation type. \( w_T \) is the radiation weighting factor accounting for the relative biological damage of radiation type. \( w_R \) is the tissue weighting factor for specific tissue according to tissue’s relative radio sensitivity. The tissue weighting factors used in this paper are derived from ICRP 103 report.

The radiation doses of 23 different patient phantoms undergoing IR procedures with various X-ray quantities, beam projections and all the potential parts of body were calculated in this study. These data will be converted to organ absorbed doses and effective doses and integrated into a database. In VirtualDose-IR, all the detailed distributions of radiation doses of different organs/tissues for a specific type of patient during an IR operation were derived from this large organ dose database.

3 Results

3.1 Comparison of organ dose data for different beam qualities

To illustrate how the software tool can be used, here we simulate a series of liver IR treatments for adult male patients with the same imaging parameters except for the tube voltages and absorbers. The beam projections and FOVs involving in those simulations are PA and 40 cm × 40 cm. The results are plotted in figure 5. Six pairs of beam qualities (70 kVp + 0.1 mm Cu, 70 kVp +0.2 mm Cu, 80 kVp + 0.1 mm Cu, 80 kVp + 0.2 mm Cu, 90 kVp + 0.1 mm Cu and 90 kVp + 0.2 mm Cu) with a constant 3.5mm Al absorber were considered to generate those data for the comparison. As shown in figure 5 organ dose values increase as the tube voltages increase and decrease with the thickness of absorbers increases. The doses for 90 kVp
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Sections</th>
<th>Tube Voltages (kVp)</th>
<th>Filtrations (mm)</th>
<th>Tube Voltages (kVp)</th>
<th>Filtrations (mm)</th>
<th>Tube Voltages (kVp)</th>
<th>Filtrations (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adolescences</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 year male</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
<td>55, 60, 70</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 year female</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
<td>55, 60, 70</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 year male</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
<td>55, 60, 70</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 year female</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
<td>55, 60, 70</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 year male</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 year female</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pregnant females</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 month pregnant</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 month pregnant</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 month pregnant</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average adults</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USTC-Adult-Male</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USTC-Adult-Female</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPI-AM</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPI-AF</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obese patients</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal body-weight male</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>80, 90, 100</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal body-weight female</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-weight male</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>90, 100, 110</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-weight female</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>80, 90, 100</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese level-I male</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>100, 110, 120</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.1 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese level-I female</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>90, 100, 110</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.1 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese level-II male</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>100, 110, 120</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.1 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese level-II female</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>100, 110, 120</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.1 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morbidly-Obese male</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>100, 110, 120</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.1 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morbidly-Obese female</td>
<td>70, 80, 90</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.2 Cu</td>
<td>100, 110, 120</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.1 Cu/0.1 Cu</td>
<td>60, 70, 80</td>
<td>3.5 Al + 0.2 Cu/0.3 Cu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
+ 0.1 mm Cu are as almost two times high as those of 70 kVp +0.2 mm Cu.

This is mainly due to the fact that an increasing tube voltage can significantly enhance the beam energy while the increasing thickness of absorber would shield the low energy X-ray and thus reduce the X-ray intensity. The tube voltage determines the energy spectrum of the X-ray emitted from the source, the mean energy of X-ray emitted from source enhancing with increasing the tube voltage. The filtration impacts energy spectrum of X-ray reaching patient body, the mean energy of X-ray reaching patient also enhancing with increasing the thickness of filtration while the number of X-ray reaching patient body decreasing. Changing X-ray quantity can directly influence radiation—induced healthy effect of patient. Lower tube voltage and thicker filtrations should be employed at clinic to reduce patient’s radiation risk as soon as possible.

3.2 Comparison of organ dose data for different beam projections

Figure 6 shows the results for different beam projections. The doses of adult male patients undergoing liver IR treatments with 90 kVp + 0.1 mm Cu, 40 cm×40 cm FOV and six beam projections (PA, LAO, RAO, CRAN, LLAT and RLAT) were generated from VirtualDose-IR. Differences among the effective doses of all six projections are not far from each other, while some obvious divergences of organ doses among different projections have been found, especially for organs locating at the field.

The first reason is that the irradiation regions inside the body are not completely equivalent for each projection even the target positions are the same. Secondly, the attenuation distances for X-ray reaching internal organs change with beam projections. Couple with projections change, some parts of organs slightly move out the radiation field while other parts of organs move in, some organs are shielded by thicker tissues whereas others are shielded by thinner ones. The organs that distributed throughout the body are hardly impacted by these little field changes and receiving similar absorbed organ dose. Those reasons leading effective doses do not fluctuate tremendous following the projection changes.

Furthermore, the most significant divergences were observed for organ doses between LLAT and RLAT, especially for the asymmetric organs and tissues. Because shielding tissues thicknesses of these asymmetric organs and tissues can be changed dramatically with X-ray shifted to opposite side. In clinical operations, doctors can employ suitable beam projections to reduce doses for certain organ at risk.
3.3 Comparison of organ dose data for patients with different ages

A total of 4 liver IR treatments were independently performed on 5-year, 10-year, 15-year and adult male patients with the same conditions (70 kVp + 0.2mm Cu beam quality, 40 cm×40 cm FOV, PA beam projection). The results were summarized in figure 7. The effective doses and organ doses increase tremendously with age decreasing under this IR condition. Moreover, all the organ doses of 5-year male are much larger than others. This is because the small size of paediatric patients will lead more organs and tissues to receive direct irradiations. Organs irradiated directly will receive far more radiation doses than organs which outside the irradiation region, because only a little parts of X-ray are scattered out the irradiation region. Moreover, the body sizes of young children also get smaller with age decreasing. Lacking other tissue shielding, the inner organs in a small body will receive more radiation dose.

As the adolescent are more sensitive to radiation rather than adult, especially for young children, the radiation doses for adolescence IR operations should be particularly concerned. The tube voltages performed in children IR treatments need to be set lower and filtrations employed need to be set thicker than adult treatments according to patient’s age and body size.
3.4 Comparison of organ dose data for patients with different BMIs

A small intestine IR treatment with 100 kVp + 0.1 mm Cu tube voltage, 40 cm×40 cm FOV and PA beam projection was independently performed on 5 male patients with different obesity (Normal weight, Over weight, Obese I, Obese II and Morbidly). Figure 8 shows that all the organ doses and effective doses are reducing with the enhancing of BMI. The morbidly obese patients receive minimum radiation doses compared to other type of patients in the same IR condition. Although on account of the effect that visceral fat occupies the original locations of some internal organs and changes their positions, the locations of those organs are not identical in those phantom. It still demonstrate the fact that BMI have great impact on doses of patient for an abdominal IR procedure.

These discrepancies are attributed to the fact that the abdominal fat has a great shielding effect against X-ray for internal organs. The abdominal fat is the major factor contributing to BMI increasing and has a great influence on body size, which will result in less radiation damage appear at obese patient compare with average adult and children.

But this shielding effect usually reduces image quality, so doctors need to enhance beam energy and intensity to get satisfied images during clinical operations. This result reveals that the BMI can impact patient doses and image quality markedly. Doctors are supposed to choose different IR plans for patient with different BMIs.

4 Conclusion

Based on a family of 23 anatomically realistic patient phantoms of both genders and various ages, organ dose database for the development of the VirtualDose-IR software has been reported successfully. The X-ray quality, beam projection, patient’s age, patient’s BMI and irradiation position have great influence on radiation dose of patients. When compared with previous researches, this database is found to be more suitable and flexible to evaluate radiation doses of patients in IR procedures because more IR parameters and irradiation positions were considered. Complying to the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) principle in IR treatments, it is necessary to reduce the risk from the IR radiation exposure and optimize the medical benefit of IR procedures to patients. Clinical staffs can access to this database through VirtualDose-IR software to estimate radiation damage of patient before IR operation.
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